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Introduction
Under the MiFIR (Markets in Financial Instruments and Amending Regulation) pre-trade transparency
requirements, Venues are required to make public current bid and offer prices and the depth of trading
interests at those prices which are advertised through relevant systems. Throughout 2019 we worked
with market participants towards implementing a solution to address pre-trade transparency for the
inter-office (telephone) market. In July 2020, the LME confirmed in Notice 20/182 that we would
implement a “systematic fixed price auction” (SFPA) with a target date of 30 November 2020. Testing
will be available in Member Test A (MT-A) from 14 September and must be completed by 13 November
2020.
Further information, as well as an LME information pack can be found at www.lme.com/ptt.
1. Real Time SFPA Publication
Real time data showing auction starts, additional bids/offers and auction close will be made available
on the Exchange’s multicast market data platform LMEsource. Publication of the real time auctions
messages will be disseminated using the existing News (360) message via a new multicast channel
on LMEsource.

Further channel IP details for Member Test A and B, for both test and production can be found in the
LME System Connectivity Guide document (https://www.lme.com/Trading/Systems).

2. 15 Minute Delayed SFPA Publication
Pre-trade transparency data will also be published on a 15 minute delayed basis via xml, which will
also include the auction information. For further support on accessing data directly or via data vendors,
please contact market.data@lme.com.

3. Sample LMEsource Auction Messages
There are four type of Auction messages:
1. Auction Start – Disseminated when an auction is triggered.
289|360|EL|PTT Auction Start, TimeUTC:11:06:33.903, AuctionId:200914000097, Action:Start,
StartTime:11:06:33, Contract:ZSD, ContractType:F, Price:2400-2410, Prompt:DEC20-DEC21, Volume:8-8
|2020-09-14T12:06:33.733 |182|

2. Auction Update – Disseminated when additional bids and asks have been submitted.
289|360|EL|PTT Auction Update, TimeUTC:11:08:17.935, AuctionId:200914000097, Action:Update,
UpdateType:Offer-Bid, Contract:ZSD, ContractType:F, Price:2400-2410, Prompt:20201216-20211215,
Volume:8-8
|2020-09-14T12:08:17.706 |183|
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3. Auction Cancel – Disseminated when an Auction is cancelled.
289|360|EL|PTT Auction Cancel, TimeUTC:11:09:08.623, AuctionId:200914000097, Action:Cancel,
CancelType:Offer-Bid, Contract:ZSD, ContractType:F, Price:2400-2410, Prompt:20201216-20211215,
Volume:8-8
|2020-09-14T12:09:08.395 |184|

4. Auction Close – Disseminated when an Auction has concluded.
289|360|EL|PTT Auction End, TimeUTC:11:36:37.543, AuctionId:200914000097, Action:End,
EndTime:11:36:33, Contract:ZSD, ContractType:F, Price:2400-2410, Prompt:DEC20-DEC21, Volume:8-8
|2020-09-14T12:36:37.987 |196|

4. Contracts Affected by the launch of the SFPAs
Based on a data submission made by the LME in 2016, ESMA defined which metals are deemed to
be within scope of the PTT requirements. This determination was made under the M iFIR RTS 2
guidelines basis the contracts which were considered to be liquid. In the event that a contract is defined
as illiquid, it will benefit from the use of the illiquid waiver (subject to the LME receiving approval from
the regulator to apply these waivers). Using the same data, ESMA also defined a transaction size,
denominated as a euro notional value per liquid time to maturity (TTM) bucket, above which PTT
requirements do not apply. This is referred to as the large in scale (LIS) threshold. To be in s cope for
PTT, a given order must be:
(a) a liquid product
(b) below the LIS threshold, and
(c) not qualify for any other approved waiver or exemption.
From the Effective Date, the Futures Contracts affected by the SFPA process are the following:
Aluminium, Copper, Zinc, Nickel, Lead, Tin, Aluminium Alloy and NASAAC. Telephone executed
Tradable Options Contracts do not trigger SFPAs at the current time.
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Disclaimer
© The London Metal Exchange (the “LME”), 2020. The London Metal Exchange logo is a registered trademark
of The London Metal Exchange.
The LME is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in respect of its benchmark
administration activities under the European Benchmarks Regulation (Regulation No (EU) 2016/1011) (“BMR”).
All rights reserved. All information contained w ithin this document (the “Information”) is provided for reference
purposes only. While the LME endeavours to ensure the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the
Information, neither the LME, nor any of its affiliates makes any w arranty or representation, express or implied,
or accepts any responsibility or liability for, the accuracy, completeness, reliability or suitability of the Information
for any particular purpose. The LME accepts no liability w hatsoever to any person for any loss or damage arising
from any inaccuracy or omission in the Information or from any consequence, decision, action or non-action
based on or in reliance upon the Information. All proposed products described in this document are subject to
contract, w hich may or may not be entered into, and regulatory approval, w hich may or may not be given. Some
proposals may also be subject to consultation and therefore may or may not be implemented or may be
implemented in a modified form. Follow ing the conclusion of a consultation, regulatory approval may or may no t
be given to any proposal put forw ard. The terms of these proposed products, should they be launched, may
differ from the terms described in this document.
Distribution, redistribution, reproduction, modification or transmission of the Information in w hole or in part, in any
form or by any means are strictly prohibited w ithout the prior w ritten permission of the LME.
The Information does not, and is not intended to, constitute investment advice, commentary or a
recommendation to make any investment decision. The LME is not acting for any person to w hom it has
provided the Information. Persons receiving the Information are not clients of the LME and accordingly the LME
is not responsible for providing any such persons w ith regulatory or other protections. All persons in receipt of
the Information should obtain independent investment, legal, tax and other relevant advice before making any
decisions based on the Information.
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